The Trophy
of a Lifetime
Richard Dokey

On the road I thought about the old man. He was an odd, funny old man. He was the only f ly fisherman I’ve met
that I wouldn’t mind talking to again. I never heard from him. After a while I didn’t think about him.

M

y brother

Frank

died of a

heart attack twelve years ago on
a five-day float down the Sutton
River in northern Ontario. He was forty-six.
We were fly fishing for large brook trout. It
was three days into the float in the middle of
nowhere. The plane would not retrieve us for
two more days. The guide, a scruffy, muscular,
sallow-faced man named Charlie, put Frank in
the stern of the canoe under a green canvas.
I told Charlie to paddle like hell. Charlie said
Frank was dead — wasn’t he — and would be
dead all along the river no matter where we
waited, so why not keep fishing, wasn’t that
why we were there? What was the difference
between waiting, Charlie said, on the river
and fishing or waiting at the pick up and just
waiting? Two days were two days we had paid
for. So I sat in the bow of the canoe hooking
one brook trout after another, my dead brother
in the stern of the canoe under a green canvas.
That night, awake, I thought of Frank under the
canvas, and the next day I fished again. Frank
was under the canvas until the floatplane came
to take us out.
I have four hundred books in my fly fishing
library, including books on how to catch trout;
books on where to catch trout in streams, rivers,
and still waters; and books on the best places
in the world to catch trout — remote places in

New Zealand, Patagonia, Alaska, Canada, and
Russia, and the chalk streams of Great Britain.
I lost three jobs and two wives to fly fishing.
I have no house. I mow no lawn. I keep no
dog or cat. I have two dozen of the best fly
rods money can buy — Sage, Orvis, Winston,
Loomis. I have a score of reels — none under
three hundred dollars — with extra spools and
fly lines by Lamson, Ross, Hardy. I buy the latest
equipment — vests, boots, wading staffs. And
I order a new set of waders each year — Simms,
top of the line. I tie flies. I buy Japanese hooks.
I’m on the mailing lists for materials from a
dozen suppliers around the world. In addition,
I have hundreds of tapes covering topics such
as how to stalk trout, how to read trout water,
how to tie the best Blue Wing Olives and Pale
Morning Duns, and how to create nymphs,
emergers, crippled duns, and spinners. I tie
secret, trout-devastating flies. I want The Big
One. The Biggest One. The Ahab of Trout
Fishing.
Frank has been gone twelve years. He’s in
the stern of my canoe under a green canvas.
I take Frank to every riffle, run, and pool. I
carry Frank like a sack of ashes. There is no
loneliness more lonely than to be on a trout
stream with a dead brother I never truly
knew. Around that bend, behind that hill,
under that fading sun, he appears, a shadow
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Frank from the shadow-world of childhood.
We were not strangers while fly fishing, not
aliens cast into life in the seed of a father
who betrayed everything a father was never
to betray. I only knew my brother fly fishing
on silver waters.
There have been many places since, many
adventures. I keep no log. I have no records. I
carry no camera. Frank had a camera. He was
a fanatic about a camera. He wanted to keep
something. He took pictures of every trip. His
camera was under the green canvas. I don’t
know where the pictures were, and I don’t really
care about pictures. His wife went through
everything. There were photos our father took
when we were kids fishing the Mokelumne River
in the Sierras. She wanted to know — would I
want a photo from here or a photo from there?
What would I want with photos? No, I said.
Photographs are headstones in the cemetery
of fly fishing. There are no cameras after life.
Things are where they are.
I have been fortunate to have work that
allows me to travel. I don’t take planes unless
absolutely necessary. I don’t ride trains either.
I drive a Ford 150 cab-over, top of the line,
four-wheel drive. I leave early, always with a
five-weight Sage and a three-weight Orvis. I
pack my Simms waders and vest, boots, and
an assortment of flies in special aluminum
boxes I had made for the purpose. I keep a
snub-nosed 38 under the seat. In this day and
age, who knows what’s fishing around the next
bend?
I eat chicken fried steak with sausage gravy
and mashed potatoes in dumpy little towns
along the way. I seek out back roads for places
unheard of, places off logging roads or on
topographical maps. I have found many places
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to check out on an afternoon or a morning
before I move on to some other diner that
serves chicken fried steak with sausage gravy
and mashed potatoes. I have no loyalties. The
people I meet are soon forgotten. Things are
where they are.
I have discarded everything. I am not bound
by fishing pals who want always to return to
familiar places with campsites, stone firepits,
and rusted barbecue grills that have been
used again and again. No place holds charm
once it has been fished. I have no pieties. Days
are evanescent. I try every new tippet material,
every new tying material, every new book or
DVD. I want The One. The Big One. The
Trophy of a Lifetime. I want Him on a fiveweight rod, a #16 Pale Morning Dun and 6X
tippet. In the name of an unknowable brother,
lost in the wilderness of northern Ontario, I
want The Whale.
I stop at every fly shop along the way. One
day in northeastern Idaho, in a tiny shop stuck
back in the corner of a hardware store, a man
told me of a small stream outside of town that
hardly anyone fished, not even the locals. The
pools were few and far between, the runs and
riffles covered by thin veils of water. He told
me about a pool under an abandoned wooden
bridge. I had nowhere to be until the following
afternoon. “You’ll have to walk,” the man said,
and gave me directions.
The road went up through stands of pines
that had been logged long ago. New pines
had been planted. I went in about five miles.
The road flattened, then dropped and
turned down to a shining ribbon of water.
I don’t know if the creek had a name, but
I named it Nowhere Creek. I stopped the
truck at the nearest point, before the road

turned away and disappeared among the
pines. A dirty, fender-bent Jeep was parked
there, the kind used in the second war. Fly
fisherman’s dread came over me. Someone
had beaten me to it.
I put on my gear and started down. At the
last rise before the final twenty yards to the
stream, I stopped. Beneath a broken wooden
bridge, a pipe stuck in his mouth, an old man
was fishing.
I had a good angle down to the water. I saw
dark shadows holding at the bottom of the
pool. I saw the swirls of sand as the shadows
turned, wavering, nosing into the current. An
immense shadow hovered to one side.
The old man raised the rod and, with a deft
turn of the wrist, set the fly down several feet
upstream of where the pod of shadows lay.
The fly drifted. A shadow rose. I felt my heels in
the gravely dirt. I felt my rod hand tighten. That
should be my hook in the corner of the mouth,
my trout running for the far side of the pool
where a cottonwood tree, broken in a spring
flood, had lodged up against the far bank, its
dead branches jammed into the water.
The trout and the fly achieved a single point.
The old man moved his shoulders ever so
slightly. The water boiled under the fly. The old
man was stone. The fly drifted. A dark shape
chased itself to the bottom of the pool.
The old man straightened. He puffed on his
pipe. He took three steps upriver. Again, the
deft flick of the wrist. Again, the fly, leader, and
line rolled out in a perfect loop, the line turning
and the fly turning parallel to the water at the
end of the tippet, falling like a dry blossom to
the flat surface of the pool.
A second shadow rose. That point again.
The bulge again and the swirling splash. The

old man was a statue. The fly moved by. The
shadow descended. Twice, and the old man
had not raised the rod.
I stumbled down the embankment. “Excuse
me,” I said. “What are you doing?”
“Oh, hello,” the old man said.
He was older than old. He wore a frayed
baseball cap. Universal Trucking was
stitched above the bill. He wore a faded
plaid shirt that looked as though it had been
turned inside out, faded jeans, and a pair of
hip boots that had been patched again and
again with those patches boys use to repair
the inner tubes of balloon tires. His vest was
filthy. One of the pockets was torn away.
He looked like a yellowed advertisement
from an old Sears catalog. His fly rod was a
cheap fiberglass Shakespeare. I hadn’t seen
a Shakespeare fiberglass in years. His reel
was an old black Pflueger, dented around
the rim like an aluminum cup. His leader was
monofilament, the kind my father used to
soften between the moistened felt pads of
a leader book.
“Why don’t you strike?” I asked.
“I don’t want to strike,” he said.
“Not strike? How can you catch anything if
you don’t set the hook?”
“I don’t have a hook,” he said.
“No hook?”
The old man smiled, relit his pipe, and looked
off across the stream to the far bank that rose
to meet a stand of cottonwood trees whose
powdery fluff lifted and spun on the summer
air. He held the line between the thumb and
first finger of his rod hand. With his other hand
he drew the line back. At the end of the tippet
was a small gob of feathers and fur that looked
as though it had been swept from a carpet and
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mixed in a blender. The hook was snipped at
the bend.
“What are you doing?” I asked, shaking my
head. “You can’t catch anything that way.”
“I catch all my trout this way now,” he said.
“That doesn’t make sense,” I grinned. “No
hook. No trout. You might as well fish in your
bathtub.”
“I catch what I want to catch,” the old man
smiled.
“You’re fooling me.”
The old man put his eyes on my face. “My
name is Ronald,” he said.
“Wilson,” I said.
“Well, Mr. Wilson,” he said, “I’ve fished a long
life. I’ve caught a lot of trout. I catch them in
my sleep.” He puffed on the pipe. “This fishing
for trout,” he said, “it’s over — and — over,
wouldn’t you say?”
“Not when you’re fishing for the big one.”
“Well, now, that’s just what I mean,” he said.
“The trophy of a lifetime,” I said. “That’s what
I’m after.”
“My exact thought,” he said.
“Then I don’t get it,” I said. “What are you
doing?”
The old man tapped his head with the stem
of his pipe. “Fly fishing, Mr. Wilson,” he said.
“I’m after the trophy of a lifetime.”
I laughed. “Now you’ve really lost me. I’ve
never seen anyone fish not to catch fish.”
“I was that way myself for a long time. Look,
on a quiet, deep pool like this, you can see
right down to the bottom. So maybe, let’s
say, here comes one. You’re like a spring, a
tightening spring. In your hands. In your neck
and shoulders. On your tongue. Wait now.
Wait a bit more. Wait until he opens that
mouth and turns down. You’ve done it so many
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times. You’ve done it in your sleep. The feeling,
Wilson. How can you get used to a feeling you
can never get used to? Gently with the rod.
He’ll hook himself if you let him. Now, Wilson,
let the line go when he goes. Gather the line
when he comes. Like a violin, Wilson. Play
him. Move the rod. Side to side with the rod.
He’ll tire himself. Bring him gently when he’s
tired. Ever more gently when he’s truly tired.
It’s taken a lifetime to learn how to let him be
tired. Easy with that net. You can lose him with
the net. Now, there, in the net, he’s yours! Look
around, Wilson. No one to tell the story? Why
not mount him? He’s forever yours on a wall.”
The old man’s body was dancing. “But I don’t
set the hook.”
I held my breath. He was a marvelous, weird
old man. “Well, all right,” I said. “Well and
good, I suppose. But, why? Duck hunters don’t
go duck hunting not to shoot ducks.”
“The biggest one we can catch. The record.
That’s what we’re after.”
“That’s what I’m after.”
I looked down at the immense shadow
holding just off from the other shadows in a
swirl of sand and current at the bottom of the
pool.
“Wilson,” the old man said, “when I was a
boy, my mother took me to the department
store when she went shopping. It was a big
store — at least it seemed that way at the
time. It was called Weber’s Department Store
and took up most of the block. My mother
gave me fifty cents for an ice cream soda and
left me at the fountain. They had a candy
counter there. I drank my soda and stood
in front of the counter. I stared at the candy.
They had Bordeaux chocolate, chocolate
truffles, chocolate peanut clusters. They had

chocolate cherry cordials, chocolate caramel
chews, and chocolate molasses chips. When
my mother returned from shopping, she
bought me a piece of chocolate for being
so patient.” The old man laughed. “I learned
about patience standing in front of a candy
counter. When I go to any store now for any
reason, if they have candy, I buy a Milky
Way or a Hersheys or a Snickers. I can’t
help myself, Wilson. I love a Mounds Bar or
a Three Musketeers or a Clark Bar. I can’t
resist chocolate. I’ve been trying to look at
chocolate all my life and not eat chocolate.
Chocolate is not good for me. I’m diabetic.
But I love chocolate.” He grinned. “Do you
like chocolate, Wilson?”
“I love chocolate.”
He pointed at the bottom of the pool.
“Look at them there,” he said. “How
beautiful. How fine they are. How can we
not want to have them, Wilson, if only for a
moment. But to have them, we must capture
them. It’s their power over us. Chocolate
bars with fins.”
“Fly fishing for chocolate,” I laughed. “I’ve
never heard that one before. I like it.”
He pointed. “Chocolate bars, Wilson, lined
up on a counter, wrapped in pretty liquid paper.
That’s their trick. That’s how they hook us. We
don’t catch them. They get away. They’re
always waiting to hook us again. If you’re a fly
fisherman, isn’t every trout in the stream the
trophy of a lifetime?”
I wanted to see the old man’s eyes. He was
staring into the pool. I stared too. I thought,
how many pools all over the world have I
looked into just like this pool and seen trout
just like these trout and wanted to catch every
damned one of them? He had a point. There

was a certain futility to fly fishing, a certain overand-over . . . and . . . get . . . nowhere. But that
was true of anything. We eat. And when we’re
satisfied, do we throw away our refrigerators?
Do we burn our recipes?
“One day,” the old man said, “I wondered,
what if maybe I fooled the trout before he
fooled me. Maybe just watch him rise, take
the fly, but do nothing. No reaction. No lifting
the rod. No setting the hook. The trout just
swims away. Now, I couldn’t do that properly
if the hook had a point. If he inhaled the fly
and turned down, he might well hook himself,
even if I lowered the rod. Besides, I wasn’t sure
I could not set the hook. Automatic, right?
Stimulus. Response. So I snipped the hook
at the bend. The only thing then was, could
I control myself when he rose to take the fly?
Could I not react? Stimulus. But no response.
Look here, Wilson.”
I faced him. He waved his hand, stopping
inches from my nose. I flinched and turned
away.
“You see?” he said. “How could I not react
after a lifetime of reacting? That’s what I
wanted to know. I have never been able to walk
into any store that has chocolate and not buy
chocolate.”
“All right,” I said. “An interesting exercise.
I’ll give you that. But why? I’ve been to a lot
of places for the biggest trout I could find.
You’re telling me I should go all the way down
to Chile to fish the Rio Simpson, spend all
that money and all that time, and not have
something to show for it? What am I proving?
That’s not fishing. That’s some kind of mental
game. I want the actual big one, right here in
this net.”
“I want him too, Wilson.”
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“Not without a hook.” I grinned.
“Exactly without a hook. The only way is
without a hook.”
“But you said you didn’t want to catch
anything.”
He tapped his head with the stem of the
pipe. “The trophy of a lifetime.”
I laughed. “Catch yourself? You’re out of
season.”
He laughed too. “Walking into a candy store,”
he said, “and not buying chocolate because
everything in me wants to buy chocolate.”
He reached into his fly vest for a rectangular
plastic box that looked as though it had once
held nails and screws. He removed a fly just like
the one he had tied to his tippet. The fly had a
hook point.
“Now you’ll hook him,” I declared.
“Yes, I suppose I might just hook him. But
maybe that’s the final thing. I’ll cut the leader
then. I want to know if I can not react when I
know that I will hook him if I do. Not control
anything, you see, by snipping the hook. Look
here, Wilson. Would an alcoholic keep a bottle
of bourbon around the house just to see if he
could not take a drink?”
“Alcoholics can’t do that,” I said.
“I told myself that about my wife Margaret
six months ago, just before she died. We were
married sixty years, Wilson. Sixty fine years.
Could I keep something so dear and yet lose it?
Could I live when someone I had lived with so
long was no longer living with me? Inevitability,
Wilson. I hate inevitability.” He clenched a fist.
“So I take a drink. So I eat a Snickers or a Milky
Way I’ve hidden from myself, but know exactly
where I’ve hidden it.”
I stared at him. I didn’t know what to say. I
thought of Frank, alone under the green canvas.
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“So, that’s what I’m thinking now, Mr. Wilson.
Put the glass to my lips and not drink. Put the
chocolate bar into my mouth and not bite
down. Leave the point on the hook and not
strike. Visit Margaret’s grave every day, each
day, there in the park, under the shadow of a
great oak, and want to live. That’s what I have
to catch.”
“I’m so sorry,” I said.
He smiled. “Wilson” he said, “when you’re an
old, old fly fisherman like me, when the woman
you’ve been with for sixty years is nowhere to
be found, when you have only whiskey and
chocolate bars and you’re a diabetic, what do
you do with loneliness? So I asked myself, can I
start again? Can anything be saved? Chocolate,
Wilson. Chocolate. Can a man love chocolate
and learn to live without it?” He winked. “Now,”
he pointed, “there’s another good pool a
hundred yards upriver, around that next bend.
Would it be too much for me to ask you to go
on up there and just let me fish here alone?”
“A witness,” I said. “Wouldn’t you want a
witness?”
“You’d like to know how I do?”
“I would,” I said.
“Give me your address.”
I gave him my address. We shook hands.
He was a strange, interesting, perverse old
man. I moved upstream and found the pool.
It was a good pool. I did not catch anything
to speak of. I fished for a frustating hour and
walked back to the bridge. The old man was
gone.
I finished the trip and headed home. On
the road I thought about the old man. He was
an odd, funny old man. He was the only fly
fisherman I’ve met that I wouldn’t mind talking
to again. I never heard from him. After a while
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I didn’t think about him. I continued hunting
The Whale.
One day, three years later, a UPS truck
stopped at the tiny duplex I rented on 25th
Street. The driver came out of the truck
carrying an oddly shaped box. Inside the box
was the glass rod, the Pflueger reel, the vest
with one pocket torn away, the patched waders,
the faded baseball cap that read Universal
Trucking, the box of flies that looked as though
they had been made from floor sweepings,
and a felt wallet for moistening monofilament
leaders.
I put the rod together. I attached the reel
and strung the line, which was badly checked. I
set the rod, reel, vest, cap, box of flies, waders,
and leader wallet in one corner of the small

room. I picked up the package to throw away
and found that I had missed a thin, white
envelope. Inside the envelope was a note from
someone named Evelyn that read:
Dear Mr. Wilson,
Father passed away. He remembered
you when he could no longer fish the
river. He wanted you to have these
things. He said that you were the one
fly fisherman he truly enjoyed talking
to and that you would understand.
Cordially, Evelyn
I sat down in the cushioned chair. I looked
at the old man’s things. “I’ll be damned,” I
said.
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